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FOREWARD 

Swimmers 8. Coaches 

A note to Scotland's performance and performance development 
swimmers and coaches: 

You have performance goals and aspirationss and we want to help you 
achieve them. We hope this plan demonstrates what Scottish Swimming can 

do to support you along your journey. 

This plan is for everyone interested in performance swimming in Scotland, but 
mostly it is for you. 

We have listened to your feedback and whilst we are  leased to hear YOU say 
that we do the followina well; 

Institute support development, provision, and connections 
Generally, accessible performance team staff who genuinely want to 

help 
Continuity in selection process with an ongoing commitment to raising 

standards and expectations 

we recoanise that we need to and will do better in the followina: 

More regular communication, informal and formal 
More up front planning 

More innovation (see Technical Programme section of the plan) 
Even more transparency 
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The Scottish Swimming Performance Plan is for everyone interested in performance swimming in Scotland. I t  is 
written primarily, however, with swimmers and coaches in mind. This is a crucial time in the development of sport 
within Scotland and Britain. We want to create lasting, positive change in our sport. The Performance Plan is a key 
element in creating a legacy for our nation's talent pathway in the future with a strategic emphasis on coaching - 
coach development, full time paid coaching, and coaching innovation. The plan is based on the following principles: 

lnvestment in coaching through development, mentoring and full time opportunities 
lnvestment in structure for a quality daily training and coaching environment 
Quality assessment, development, and monitoring of swimmers through the National Programme 
Communication amongst performance staff and coaches from all levels - grassroots to professional 
Effective integration with our performance swimming partners - sportscotland institute of Sport, British 
Swimming, UK Sport, and universities/colleges. 

The Performance Plan outlines: 

Key Targets 
Scottish Swimming Performance Structure 
Scottish Swimming Technical Programme 
Scottish Swimming Standards 
National Programme 
Selections Process 
Coach Development 
Swimmer Development 
Roles and Responsibilities 
Support services - Integration with the Institute Network 
Key Partnerships 
Outcomes and on going assessment 

Conclusion 
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Swimmers and coaches are striving to reach their performance dreams across Scotland. 

The governing body's job is to secure the resources and support needed to help with these achievements. We 
invest approximately fimlyear, predominantly from our partner, sportscotland, in order to invest in the future of our 
performance swimmers and coaches. We also recognise the contribution toward our national programme from 
membership fees, with recent increases to allow for Scottish Swimming to save funds for 2012 and 2014 specific 
initiatives. Further, we wish to thank our swimmers' parents who invest heavily in club fees month on month, year 
on year. 

With the budget secured, Scottish Swimming can pull together a national picture of performance which we can 
collectively buy into and report on. 

The success of the Scottish Swimming Performance Programme will be assessed on the following criteria, with 
specific targets being detailed i year prior to each event: 

2.1 Olympic Games - 2012 

Achieve excellence at all levels resulting in 6 - 8 Scots attaining top 15 in the world (2 per nation'), measured 
at the time of the 2012 Great Britain Olympic team selections (First Trials) 

2.2 World Championships 
2011 - i medal (Achieved) 

2.3 Commonwealth Games 
2010 -A medal tally greater than that achieved in Manchester (5 medals achieved) 
2014 - A  fourth place medal table finish 

2.4 Performance Pathway 
10% Scottish representation on World Class Podium 
10% Scottish representation on World Class Development 
80% Scots on British programmes training in Scotland 
85% of athletes a t  Senior Gold level involved within the National programme for minimum 5 years 
80% of athletes a t  Senior Gold level training in Scotland 

2.5 Coaching 
Five Scottish based coaches involved with the GB National programme annually 

2.5 Individual Targets 
Individual improvement achieved year on year by each National Squad member 

I The 2 per nation concept is based on a formal ronking developed from o particular event rother than from o list 
developed based on 011 performances from events held throughout the year. This system ensures the identificotion of 
swimmers that would be selected for Olympic Games and World Championships, where the entry for each notion is limited 
to 2 swimmers per notion. 
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Scottish Swimming is committed to implementing a structure that delivers for the short and long term, delivers a 
pathway from learn to swim through to high performance, and provides Scottish based options for our swimmers. 

There are three key elements to the Scottish Swimming performance structure: 

3.1 Performance Centres 
Scottish Swimming has identified the need for 4 sustainable performance focused opportunities across the country2. 
The location of these centres is based on items such as provision of full time coaching, population density, the local 
swimmer pathway, access to quality higher education and strong partnerships. The strategy ensures that Scotland 
has a range of performance opportunities in place and different coaching methods are welcomed and innovation 
encouraged. Whilst models differ in each area, the main premise behind each centre is to create an enhanced, 
performance driven, daily training environment. Scottish Swimming is building on relationships with Universities 
and Colleges that can work on their own or in a cluster to offer substantial support (scholarships, service provision, 
academicflexibility, personal development and pastoral care) to athletes wishing to combine furtherlhigher 
education with a serious swimming career. 

The four locations for the creation of ongoing support for Performance Centres are, currently3; 

Aberdeen -A  track record of success with a new 5om pool coming on stream 
Edinburgh -A track record of success with clubs collaborating on a joined up Swim Edinburgh programme. 
Glasgow - With a new coaching infrastructure focused on club culture and performance aspirations. 
Stirling- A British Swimming Intensive Training Centre (ITC) in partnership with the University of Stirling and 
sportscotland's Institute of sport. The centre is based a t  the National Swimming Academy on campus. 

3.2 Targeted Support 

Scottish Swimming also aims to support athletes and coaches with potential throughout Scotland. While the daily 
training environment for athletes outside the key areas mentioned above might be harder to perfect due to limiting 
factors such as facilities and funding, every effort will be made to ensure athletes and coaches with potential are 
supported to the best of our ability irrespective of where they choose to train. 

3.3 Full Time Coaching 

With coaching a t  the heart of our nation's performance success, Scottish Swimming continues to support the 
strategy of increasing the number of full time coaches across the country through the encouragement, development 
and implementation of club and performance partnerships. These partnerships provide the platform from which 
combined investment can be made from Local Authorities/Clubs~rusts and Scottish Swimming to implement a full 
time coaching position in the area. At present there are 8 such agreements in place with a number of these 
programmes, now three years in, creating self sustained coaching positions. Scottish Swimming also supports 
those clubs with the vision and resources to develop their own full time coaching opportunities. Since 2006, the 
number of full time paid coaches in Scotland has increased from 18 to 26. 

2 This includes financial resources. swimmer talentlsu~~ort. coach talentlsuw~ort and club suwD0rt 
3 it was originally hoped that Dundee could be a fifth centre. Funding and'partnership chall&&es mean that this cannot be delivered at 
the present time. Dundee remains an area for consideration for a performance programme in the future. 
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4.0 Introduction 

This new section within the performance plan includes the innovation and the focus required to raise the standards 
and expectations of our swimmers and our coaches. It details what Scottish Swimming can do to support this 
process. We want to push forward our performances and achieve our collective Olympic and Commonwealth Games 
ambitions (see section 2 for a list of performance objectives). 

The three core elements of the Technical Programme are highlighted below: 

Deliveringfor Glasgow 2014: These are objectives which when delivered will impact on the Commonwealth 
Games in Glasgow - above and beyond the regular activities featured in our performance plan. 

Innovation: Identifying key technical improvements. 

Diversity and Collaboration: improving the breadth of coaching and the teamwork between coaches across 
Scotland. 

The actions from the programme are featured below and they are based on: 

Data derived from rankings 
Results 
Country comparisons and standards 
Observations and the thoughts and feedback from the 

Performance Team 
Coaches Technical Panel, 
Swimming High Performance Group, 
British Swimming and 
other colleagues involved with sport. 

4.1 Technical Programme Actions 

4.1.1.1 Top 4 Medal Table finish 

Why top+? To combine quality and quantity of medals rather than a straight medal tally. 

The challengers? The past 8 Games has seen Australia top the medal table, with England finishing 2nd over the 
past 3. Scotland has finished 4th and 5th on the past three Games. Should one or two nations dominate the 
medals, it is more likely that securing4th spot will need less gold medals. This is unlikely due to the progress 
made by other nations and the widening of results. The challengers: 

Australia 
England 
Canada 
South Africa 
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Scotland , 

New Zealand 
Wales 

What will it take? Medals from Gold through to Bronze. (Scotland placed 4th with I gold in Manchester 2002; 

Canada had 4 gold for the same place in Delhi 2010). 

An average over the past three Games suggests the following is required: 

Gold2-3 
Silver 2- 3 
Bronze 3-4 
T0taI7-10 

In Delhi, individual medallists training within Scotland accounted for 113 of the tally - albeit the gold medals. 
More of a contribution needs t o  come from Scottish based athletes - an area upon which we can have direct 
impact. Swimmers have, in the past, completed many of the development years of their training in Scotland. As 
more training options come on stream, we are looking to ensure that Scotland is the first option for Scottish 
athletes to achieve their goals a t  the highest levels of the sport. 

4.1.1.2 Depth of representation in Glasgow 

For Glasgow, we aim to have swimmers in each individual event for which they qualify, as well as increased numbers 
of swimmers in semi-finals and finals. This is important because it: 

Demonstrates depth for more semi finals and finals a t  the Games and ensures that there will be future 
success beyond 2014 
Contributes towards establishing strong relays 
Ensures we are ready to take advantage of weak events both within Britain and internationally 

We need to have the ability to react positively to the ups and downs of international competition, particularly in the 
early days of the meet where results and subsequent momentum can be so important. The focus on depth and semi- 
finalslfinals will help and the Games where Scotland has been most successful include a high number of individual 
finalists. The more swimmers in finals and semis, the better chance we have of achieving our desired outcomes. 

An analysis of individual events over the past 3 Commonwealth Games highlights gaps in qualification. More detailed 
analysis of Scottish and Commonwealth rankings aligned to possible Games qualifying times helps to identify those 
that are within range 3 years out. This exercise identifies where swimmers sit on the swimmer pathway, the support 
they currently receive and where specific attention is required. The performance team reviews this information 
regularly with relevant swimmers and coaches to ensure that tailored development is in place to maximise 
opportunities. 

While depth and breadth of qualifications is important, we continue to also focus on quality. Swimmers will only be 
on the team if they have a genuine opportunity to make the final of their event. 

4.1.1.3 80% of team training in Scotland and maintain or increase the number of Scottish based coaches 
placing swimmers on the team 

The Commonwealth Games is the highest level meet where Scotland can compete as its own nation. The public, the 
politicians, sportscotland, our sponsors and more importantly the swimmers, coaches and the governing body 
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fraternity, will all be looking for validation of their hard work and investment. They will want to be able to promote 
the system developed within Scotland. While we work in close collaboration with our home country nations and 
with British Swimming, this target of representation is very important. 

For athletes, Delhi comprised of the following; 

Training in Scotland; 60% 
Training outwith; 40% 

For coaches (placing swimmers on the team), Delhi comprised of the following: 

Total Coaches; I 6  
Coaches out-with Scotland; 50% 
Coaches within; 50% 

Having 8 coaches place swimmers on the Delhi team from Scotland was a good achievement and this needs to  be 
maintained and built upon for Glasgow. In doing so, we encourage a strong coaching network across Scotland, a 
core feature of our performance strategy. 

4.1.1.4 Maintain balanced gender and age quahfication 
The Delhi Commonwealth Games Team was well balanced with 55% male, 45% female. In addition the average age of 
the male team was 22 and the female team 20 -providing a solid foundation of swimmers for the future. 

Following the London Olympics and Glasgow 2014, there are likely to be swimmer retirements and therefore we 
must ensure that swimmers are ready to step in to the spaces vacated. Implementation of a process to monitor 
retiring athletes is required. In reality most athletes will wait to see the outcome of Olympic Trials and the Olympics 
themselves before making a decision however, this will have a direct impact on the balance of the team and possible 
medal targets. Through the identification of weaklstrong events, possible challenges can be identified. 

4.2 innovation: Identifying Key Technical Improvements 

Scottish Swimming has and will work with the British Swimming Talent Directorate and with the Scottish Coaches 
Technical Panel to identify specific areas of weakness and strength and to develop plans to improve. Whilst the 
focus is on those that will deliver performance results over the coming 3 years, "linking initiatives" to support 
developing athletes and coaches are also in place. Quality day to day coaching is the key to success however. No 
short cuts. 

Four areas of focus have been identified; 

Technical Preparation 
Physical Preparation 
Team Preparation 
Competition Preparation 

In many of these areas we are building on progress already made through the implementation of the Performance 
Plan. 

4.2.1 Technical Preparation 
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Starts and Turns 

It is clear both from analysis and observation of international events that Britain as a whole continues to be deficient 
in this area. British Swimming has brought in incentives for coaches to make necessary improvements, and is 
working with scientists and external consultants to identify the specific improvements needed for podium 
challengers in London and the information will flow through to others within the pathway and the Home countries. 
This area has been weak in Britain for years and if solved, could make a considerable impact. The following initiatives 
are aimed to help deliver progress in this area within Scotland; 

4.2.1.1 Creation of benchmarks for starts and turns; 

Age group and event specific 
Best of Scottish 
Best of British 
Best of the World 

4.2.1.2 Development of a benchmark "coaching tool" that can be referred to by coaches within the training 
environment 

4.2.1.3 More effective use of race and training analysis towards individual start and turn improvements 

4.2.1.4 Emphasis on start and turn skill development within the DRP and Youth Development technical 
content and through the coaches strand 

Technique 

Technique is one of the most important and potentially limiting factors for performance and coaches are constantly 
looking to identify weaknesses and strengths within their swimmers. Greater emphasis needs to be placed on the 
implementation and monitoring of individual technical plans. The following initiatives are now in place: 

4.2.1.5 Work with British Swimming to develop stroke modeling and identify specific stroke weaknesses 
across Britain and within Scotland. 

4.2.1.6 Collation of technical weakness and strength by the National Coach to help identify technical trends 
within Scotland, providing possible solutions and helping to inform plans 

4.2.1.7 Playing an effective role within technical research projects with the sportscotland institute of sport, 
for example, Lateralizationlasymmetry and glide coach 

4.2.1.8 More effective use of race and training analysis footage towards individual improvements 

The physical preparation and development of an athlete can be very individual, and the levels of training required by 
athletes a t  various stages are well documented. The planning established by the individual coach and the 
commitment of both the coach and the athlete to this plan is crucial. In order to support both the coach and the 
swimmer the following will be implemented; 

Planning & Review Process 
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National Coach discusses the individual season plans with the coaches who have placed swimmers on to the Senior 
Gold, Senior Silver and Youth squads on a one-to-one basis. Points discussed with the coaches and followed through 
include volume and intensity of work, frequency of stimulation, competition stimulus and progression of sets 
throughout the season with the end result being to achieve the best results from individual swimmers. In line with CG' 
objectives, coaches will be expected to link their annual plans in to a longer term plan for their athlete. 

Regular planned (and dropin) visits are made by the National Coach to the training programmes to follow up on the 
individualised plans which have been agreed and in place, along with two other formal review points (JanuarylApril) 
alongside institute service providers. . 

YDS 

Coaches of swimmers within the YDS are expected to attend the Education and training days to formalise their 
plans. This process will be delivered by recognised senior coaches within Scotland and will led by the National Coach 
and supported by other senior coachs. In addition, coaches will assist on poolside sessions and in land work sessions 
during sessions and take part in a "coach strand" linked to the next level of exposure for their athletes. 

&z.3 Team Pregadim 

Scotland has, over a number of years, earned the reputation of having a strong team ethic both a t  the 
Commonwealth Games and at all National and International meets. This is largely down to the relationships created 
between team mates through years of involvement with the National Programme, friendships developed by 
attending various meets and the commitment to deliveringfor Scotland at the only chance of swimming for the 
Nation. It is important to maintain and build on this reputation within all areas of the programme., 

4.2.4 Team Scotland 

At the Commonwealth Games in Delhi, all athletes and coaches bought in fully to Team Scotland and defined exactly 
what this meant in their eyes. We want to  build this concept in to the education curriculum and establish the ethos 
driven and defined by the swimmers and coaches when swimmers are actually competing and learning on the spot. 
Thus a "Team Scotland" focus will be linked specifically into the Youth/Senior programme. Following 2012, as we 
build towards Glasgow, integrating senior, experienced swimmers with the developing youngsters during 
competition and training becomes increasingly important. 

4.2.5 Swimmer Mentoring 

Along with technical and physical preparation, swimmers need to be fully prepared psychologically and ready to take 
on the challenges of senior swimming. Younger aspiring swimmers need guidance and support as they move from 
youth to senior ranks - not just from the coach and family, but from senior swimmers - those that have been there. 
We are, therefore, introducing an "athlete mentoring programme" whereby current and former international 
swimmers are used to help guide less experienced swimmers as they progress. The mentoring programme will be 
broken in to two areas; 

1. Specific - one to one mentoring 
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2. Generic - linkingin former/current internationals to  National Programme activities to workalongside 
coaches in groups and with individuals. 

Calendar Planning 

The National Calendar when agreed will link all elements of competition within Scotland together with the aim of 
creating the right competition pathway for swimmers. This aspect has initially been considered within the "Scottish 
Swimming Competition Calendar" paper, and continues to be discussed within the Coaches Technical Panel and 
National Swimming Committee. 

The paper aims to; 

Provide a competitive meet structure that contributes towards the preparation and performance of 
Scotland's swimmers at international and British Meets 
Deliver quality and exciting competitive opportunities for swimmers to develop racing skills, 
including competing under pressure within finals 
Create a competitive calendar that allows the combination of training and development over the 
long term 
Deliver a clear structure of meets towards ensuring steps of progression for the developing swimmer 
Promote the very best of swimming in Scotland and helps to  inspire in swimmers the motivation to 
become the very best 

As part of this process, the following was considered; 

Prioritisation of meets 
Meet placement rationale 
District and Graded Meets 
Club meets to support the pathway 
National/lnternational Competition 
Placement of Scottish National Meets 
Creation of a Scottish Grand Prix - racing long course out of peak 
Placement of district championships 

Currently, the performance team is in discussion with the Nationals Swimming Committee as to how best this can be 
taken forward. 

Competitive Opportunity 
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Swimmers want to race against the best. We already have in place opportunities for swimmers to compete 
against some of the best in the world (for example a t  the Mare Nostrum). In addition we will consider 
competing "further afield" to where our likely Commonwealth/Olympic opponents are to be competing. A 
"small group" approach will be implemented, targeting youth athletes to gain appropriate competitive 
experience out with their comfort zone and a t  a level above the norm. Consideration will also be given to 
the structure of the National Championships (balance of heats, semis fianls, finals, A&B). 

At a Youth level. it is imoortant that all swimmers that have asoirations to comDete a t  international level aim to 
experience competing at British Youth level, where competition is now extremely challenging. Coaches will be 
encouraged to look "one step ahead" of their athletes in order to ensure that competitive opportunity stretches 
the athlete, and encourages to achieve more. 

4.3 Improving the Diversity of and Collaboration Amongst our Coaches: 

The key objectives are; 

- Coaches working across the whole pathway effectively, with purpose towards common goals 2014,2016 and 
beyond 

- Healthy competition between coaches 
- Hungry coaches that will question and challenge themselves to achieve more 
- Coaches that believe and are committed to what they are doing. 
- Adaptable -respond appropriately to  success/failure 

- In order to support achievement of these objectives, the following initiatives are proposed; Four Levels of 
targeted coach support - ensuring that all identified coaches and those that wish to be involved have the 
opportunity to evolve there coaching through gaining of appropriate experience and coach education both 
formal and informal 

Four levels are; 

Generic 1 -self managed - DRP involvement clinicslseminars 
Generic 2 -YDS - *specific planning/review, experiential (local), allocated mentoring, DRP Coaching 
positions, Regional Coaching Matters 
Individual i -YS/SS/SG, *specific planninglreview, experience building (local/national), Coaching Matters 
generic, flexible mentoring, DRP/YS/YDS Coaching Positions, British Swimming exposure, competition 
exposure 
lndividual 2- YSISSISG, experience building (nationallinternational), Coaching Matters generic and specific, 
non swimming experience, flexible mentoring and mentors, D R P ~ S I Y D S  coaching positions, British 
Swimming exposure and links, Competition exposure 

The primary challenge is to make sure that the relevant opportunities are made available to the appropriate coaches. 
As such, the experience of the coach, current commitment and performance level (past and present) need to be I be 
taken in to account. 

In addition to the above, the following is also proposed; 

Coaching Units -targeted link ups between coaches through training camps, matching coaches together for 
on sight learning 
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Exchange of ideas and learning through "assistant coach swaps" 

Freshen and adapt the role of the Coaches Technical Panel to incorporate specific educational/research topics and 
debate 

4.4 Conclusion 

Scotland is doing well in performance swimming. But we can do better. There are a number of areas identified for 
better achieving our performance aspirations rangingfrom 2014 specific initiatives to new innovations to coach 
focused support. We look forward to working with athletes, coaches and clubs in working together through the 
technical programme. 
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The three Scottish Swimming standards are outlined below. 

5.1 Gold 

Swimmers aged 14 years + 
Have potential to reach the highest levels in swimming 

5.2 Silver 

Swimmers aged 13 years + 
Have performance potential, but need to be developed further 
May be late developers 

5.3 Bronze 

Swimmers aged 11 years + 
Younger swimmers taking first steps towards performance 
Older swimmers (15+) likely to be late developers or needing support to move back up the performance 
pathway 

It is acknowledged that swimmer development is not linear and that the process of development to performance 
takes a considerable amount of time. The Scottish Swimming standards; 

ldentify an initial talent pool and provide an appropriate framework of support 
Provide a mechanism for new talent to enter in to the system from year to year 
Identify talented swimmers progressing in performance over a long period of time 
Allow for movement within the system, accepting that swimmers may progress a t  different rates 
ldentify talented late-developers 
Provide a talent identification system linked to Long Term Athlete Development 
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The Scottish performance pathway consists of four squad programmes: 

6.1 Senior Squad (Gold/Silver/Bronze) 

Gold 
Swimmers aged 17 and older achieving the Gold standard as defined within the National Squad Programme 

Selection Policy document. 
Swimmers may have qualified for World Class Podium/Development programmes 

Silver 
Swimmers aged 17 and older achieving the Silver standard as defined within the National Squad Programme 
Selection Policy document. 

Swimmers may have qualified for World Class Podium/Development programmes 

Bronze 
Swimmers aged 15 and older achieving the Bronze standard as defined within the National Squad Programme 

Selection Policy document. 

6.2 Youth Squad (Gold) 

This squad will be selected from swimmers who achieve the Gold standard from ages 14-16 

Swimmers may have qualified for World Class Podium/Development Programmes 

6.3 Youth Development Squad (YDS) (Silver) 

This squad will be selected from swimmers who achieve the Silver standard from ages 13-16 

6.4 District Regional Programme (DRP - Bronze) 

The aim of the District Regional Programme (DRP) is to raise the standard of younger swimmers aged 11-14. The 
programme is supported heavily by Scottish Swimming and the four Districts. The programme includes 

12 - 16 Regional Programmes across Scotland 
3 delivery days between September and December for each region 
4 additional "stroke daysnfor identified DRP performers 
Development of Assistant Coaches 
Mentoringfor the DRP Lead Coaches (through support from the National Coach, Performance Director, and 
where necessarylappropriate other senior Scottish Coaches) 
Opportunities for the targeted identification, assessment, and development of swimmers using simple but 
relevant measures that can be applied within the home programme 

The programme is coordinated by the Scottish Swimming Programme Manager, with support from the Director of 
Performance and National Coach. 
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Quality coaching is at the heart of the Scottish Swimming performance strategy. Quality coaching in the home 
programme is the key to developing swimmers over the longer term. Scottish Swimming has a number of initiatives 
to coaches perform in their home environment. 

8.1 Programme Visits 

On going session, day, and extended period visits will be arranged on annual basis by the National Coach. Visits are 
targeted primarily a t  coaches of swimmers within the Youth SquadISenior Squad levels but where appropriate, will 
include coaches from other levels of experience including those committing themselves to attending the DRP. The 
National Coach will challenge the coach to self evaluate their methods and to develop their own coaching 
philosophy based upon sound learning and education as well as gaining on-going relevant experience. The individual 
coach will be encouraged think innovatively about their coaching, implement effective planning and challenge their 
athletes to achieve excellence in their performances. Local presentations may also be organized to provide coaches 
with the opportunity to comment on the initiatives being presented and ask questions. 

8.2 Performance Coach DayslSeminars 

Two 'Performance Coach Days' (PC Days) per year plus one mini conference contained within the swimmer 
Performance daylweekends are included in the coach development process. These days will stimulate debate 
between coaches over current issues, raise new trends and coaching methods, inform coaches of delivery plans 
through the Institute network, involve coaches in sharing their knowledge, opening up the process of learning, and 
bring in outside knowledge through guest presenters. Coaches' travel and accommodation for one night can be 
arranged in order to encourage coach attendance. 

8.3 Coach Development Programme 

Coaches with swimmers on the Youth Squad/Senior Gold/Silver squads will be offered the chance to become 
involved in creating a simple and individualised coach development plan. The plan will cover a two year period and 
will include, where appropriate, specific educational opportunities relating to the development of female swimming. 
Furthermore, exposure to some of the best systems and coaching in the world in relation to this specific area will be 
encouraged and put in place. Appropriate mentoring through the National Coach and out with the sportlcountry. 

8.4 Coach Mentoring 

Those swimmers and coaches within the performance structure who have abilities in particular events will be offered 
the opportunity to attend a stroke day, working with a leading coach. This coach mentoring, along with the 
information derived from performance weekends, will support the coach in refining and improving the home 
programme. Furthermore, mentoring opportunities are also available for newlinexperienced coaches through 
attendance at the District Regional Programme. 

8.5 The sportscotland Institute of Sport (SIS) 

Those coaches of programmes identified for targeted support through the SIS will be invited to attend 3 - 4 working 
group sessions per year (Think Tanks), sharing ideas, best practice and creating special training projects for 
development within the home programme. This information will, over time, be filtered in to the coaching pathway 
helping to inform coaching practice. 
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I1 9.0 swimmer Deveh~men! 

The daily training environment created by the coach and supported by the club and parents is the key to successful 
development and it is this process that Scottish Swimming seeks to support. The National Programme is only a part 
of the support mechanism that helps swimmers to progress. 

Gold Level Swimmers- Swimmers identified through the National Selection policy a t  the Senior Gold Level are 
primarily supported on an individual basis, including Institute support and elements from the more general Swimmer 
Development process described below. 

9.1 Swimming Development 

Programme Visits - Opportunities: home programme visits as per section 7. 

Performance CampslDays - Youth SquadISenior Silver -Opportunities: education days, winter and a springlsummer 
camp, high quality swim meet abroad. Senior Silver Opportunities: performance squads and winter altitude or 
springlsummer camp.. 

Performance CampslDays - Youth Development - Opportunities: Performance Weekend in September, December 
training camp, Grand Prix meet camp. 

9.2 Education 

A progressive education programme for each stage of the pathway has been developed. 

9.3 Experience 

Identified swimmers on the Youth/Senior Squad opportunities for selected swimmers: training and competition 
experience abroad for i to 3 weeks in duration 

9.4 Support - On achievement of the relevant standards as identified within the National Squads Selection Policy, 
swimmers are invited to access Institute support. 

9.5 Female Swimming 

In order to address the decreasing number of female swimmers moving from the junior ranks into the senior ranks, 
initiatives have been developed: 

To improve the daily training environment for female swimmers by working in a targeted way with the 
swimmers' coach and programme and 
To identify successful Scottish female swimmers who would benefit from working more closely together, 
closing the gap between the younger and the more senior swimmers. Furthermore, opportunities to expose 
younger developing females to short training and competition experiences could help to encourage 
swimmers and coaches through the transition period and to stimulate the interest of female swimmers to 
complete the training necessary to reach international level. 
To ensure the right education is in place in advance of puberty regarding what to expect with physical 
development and maturation v performance. To this end, presentations targeted towards parents will be 
implemented within Performance Weekends. 
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11 10.0 The lnstitute Network 

Considerable discussion has taken place with the sportscotland lnstitute Network in the development of this plan. 
Key points on the lnstitute Network are outlined below. 

Service delivery plan and strategy containing clear, measureable delivery objectives. Service level agreement 
reached through the production of "project documents" for each of the service delivery areas -physiology, 
psychology, nutrition, physio, strength and conditioning, performance analysis, performance lifestyle 
Twice yearly review process allowing further development and progression towards supporting 
performances 
Establishing a baseline service and focussing specific resources on targeted programmes 
Ensuring best practice and experience informs future delivery 

Through gradual changes within the lnstitute Network structure, service support can now be considered a pathway 
of support for swimmers identified within the swimmer pathway. Scottish Swimming and the lnstitute have worked 
together to form a curriculum approach to educational requirements from DRP through to Senior level, ensuring 
that in the future where athletes have been involved within the National Programme, there is less chance that they 
will have to start from scratch. 

Support provision; 

Education - DRPPDS 
Education/Programme support - Senior SilverlYouth Squad (Institute Support*) 
Programme support - Senior Gold (Institute Support*) 

The level of support a swimmer receives therefore continues to be identified through the performances in the pool 
along with the potential to deliver a t  Olympic and Commonwealth levels. Support for Senior Gold swimmers 
(formerly Scottish institute swimmers) will continue to be delivered based on an individual needs basis, supporting 
the coach/swimmer unit and driven by the plan of the coach. 

The Swimming Programme Manager leads the programme for the lnstitute athletes, coordinated by the lnstitute 
High Performance Manager. 

*Institute Support -Agreed with Scottish Swimming ond detailed within project documentation 
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- 11 11.0 Roles and Responsibilities 

The Scottish Swimming performance staff work as a team. However, each member has clear roles and 
responsibilities; 

Performance Director - strategic focus - planning, budget, Institute Network strategy, Commonwealth 
Games, Performance Coach partnerships 
National Coach -technical focus - coach/swimrner development and support, National Programme delivery, 
Head Coach Commonwealth Games 
Swimming Programme Manager - operational focus - implementation & co-ordination of performance 
weekends, integration and implementation of SIS services, leadlco-ordinate DRP 
Executive Officer - Performance - operational -administration support for all elements of delivery. 
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- 11 12.0 Partnership-Working 
- - - 

12.1 British Swimming - Scottish Swimming and British Swimming engage on a host of areas from technical, to 
partnership to ITC groups. There is also regular informal discussion between the two Performance Directors. 

British Swimming has two key programmes toward which our athletes strive; 

World ClassDevelopment.Programme 

The World Class Development programme supports the transfer of swimmers from Youth to Senior performance 
levels, providing training and competition opportunities, sports science/sports medicine services and a personal 
award to assist with daily training expenses. The programme is led by the British Development Coach and is targeted 
a t  athletes aged primarily between 16 and 22, selected a t  the British Championships. At this level, British Swimming 
leads on the organisation of two key GB Youth events, Youth Olympic Festival, European Junior Championships. 

Scottish Swimmers identified for this programme will continue to receive support through Scottish Swimming with 
support services administered through the lnstitute Network. A discussion between relevant parties will take place 
to determine whether the swimmer's home programme, school situation and general progress to date are suitable 
for success on the Development programme. 

World Class_PodiumProgcamme 

The Podium programme, led by the National Coach and British Swimming Performance Director, is targeted a t  
athlete's athletes possessing genuine and strong medal potential at the next Olympic Games (London 2012 - a  
maximum of four years away from the Podium). 

Any athlete who qualifies for the Podium Programme comes under the funding, competition, and planning direction 
of the British Swimming Performance Director. Scottish Swimming will continue to support these swimmers and 
where agreedlappropriate supplement or contribute to the Podium planning process as well as provide 
supplementary and timely service. Service provision for those swimmers training in Scotland a t  this level would be 
through either the ITC in Stirling or lnstitute Network staff as per normal. 

12.2 UK Sport - UK Sport is the key funding agency for the British Swimming World Class Performance Team. UK 
Sport is currently 

12.3 UKAnti Doping - UKAD are in charge of anti-doping for Britain. Scottish Swimming follows the policy as 
described within UKAD'st's antidoping positioning statement. We work closely with British Swimming on the 
medical declaration process. This includes ensuring swimmers requiring Therapeutic Use Exemption are identified 
and processed. Scottish Swimming's Director of Performance is the anti-doping lead for Scottish Swimming. 
Scottish Swimming supports the UK AD "no supplement" policy. 

12.4 Commonwealth Games Scotland and the Glasgow 2014 Organising Committee are key organisations in the 
delivery of the Scottish Commonwealth Games Team and the Commonwealth Games in Glasgow. Scottish Swimming 
works closely with both to ensure that swimming is fully engaged with policy development. The main leads for 
Scottish Swimming are the Performance Director and Swimming Programme Manager. 
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The Swimming High performance Group will continually monitor progress of the implementation of the Scottish 
Swimming Performance Plan and the processes described within. The Group is made up of; 

Scottish Swimming Performance Director 
= Scottish Swimmine National Coach " 
= Sportscotland Institute of Sport High Performance Manager 

Sportscotland Swimming Partnership Manager 
= Scottish Swimming programme Manager 

The group meets 4 times per year in August, November, February and April. The Scottish Swimming Board will 
continue to monitor progress against targets and outcomes. 

In addition to the SHPG, the plan will also be monitored through the measurement of swimmer progress, movement 
within the pathway and dropout rates on an on going basis and as part of the duration of the plan. 
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113.0 Conclusion 

This document outlines the strategy for working with Scottish swimmers and coaches to achieve our shared aim of 
medal success on the world stage. There are a number of complementarystreams in place with a detailed national 
programme that takes into account the age and level of each athlete. Despite the numerous activities that all come 
together to help us reach our collective overarching goal (6 - 8 Scots attaining top 15 in the world), quality coaching 
is a t  the heart of all of the performance work that we do. The plan aims to provide an integrated programme that 
delivers for a large number of Scottish swimmers and focuses on developing leading Scottish coaches. 
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